This STEM Kit was provided by a generous gift from Westar Energy.

Supplies Provided:
- Goldie Blox Kit (GSUSA)
- Paper copies of badge instructions

What to Bring:
- NONE
- Please note: the badges for each girl are NOT included in this kit

Instructions:

1. Girls will work in pairs to follow the steps of the badge. Each pouch has the materials they will need inside.
2. Use the trays in the STEM building to help keep track of each set of materials. There is a pouch for extra/missing pieces.
3. Follow the steps in the badge instructions. You may also utilize the Volunteer Toolkit ahead of time to see what the steps will be prior to checking out this kit. There are DIY instructions, and also Goldie Blox instructions for the badges.
4. When it’s time to clean up, ask girls to completely dismantle the pieces so the next group can have the same experience building from scratch.
5. Please check the floors and surrounding areas for loose pieces and add them to the labeled pouch.

MISSING PARTS:

There is a “Missing Parts” notepad in the kit – please use a sheet of that paper to label which kit is missing enough pieces to make completing this activity impossible. Please also follow the directions on the notepad to alert GSKSMO staff that the kit needs to be restocked before checking out to another group. Thank you for your help in keeping these kits in good working order for Girl Scouts.